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[Begin Roderick Ephram Interview] 

 

00:00:02 

Kimber Thomas:  This is Kimber Thomas for the Southern Foodways Alliance. Today is 

Monday, September 16, 2013. And I’m here with Mr. Roderick Ephram at Peaches Restaurant 

on Farish Street in Jackson, Mississippi. Roderick I’m going to get you to start out by 

introducing yourself and just tell me your name and your occupation. 

 

00:00:22 

Roderick Ephram:  Okay; my name is Roderick Ephram, occupation just Manager of Peaches 

Restaurant. 

 

00:00:30 

KT:  And for the record could you tell me your birth date? 

 

00:00:34 

RE:  September 14, 1966. 

 

00:00:37 

KT:  Okay; and so Peaches was opened in 1961? 

 

00:00:44 

RE:  Yes; yes. 

 

00:00:45 
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KT:  Okay; so talk a little bit about your childhood, growing up in Jackson. 

 

00:00:54 

RE:  All right; well I was—you know like born in ’61. Of course my mother was already 

established in business, so my childhood was pretty good. I went to school on Ash Street. It’s 

approximately about maybe two miles from here. As growing up as a kid, you know of course I 

spent a lot of time inside the restaurant and had an opportunity to meet some tremendous cooks 

up in here. So about the age of maybe 10 years old I was able to establish myself as a pretty 

decent cook, so yeah it—it was great growing up with a mother that you know was driving the 

business at that time. 

 

00:01:35 

KT:  So what was your mom like when you were young? Was she always at work and you 

would spend time in the restaurant or how did that work? 

 

00:01:43 

RE:  Yeah; it seems like you know I know mother, she spent a lot of time at the restaurant and 

her hours maybe like 5:30 in the morning. A lot of time she might get home at 11 or 12 o'clock. 

But we had some support system and they would—a lot of people would come pick me up for 

school and then I would come to the restaurant. And then when it’s getting late in the evening I 

would go to the house and have family members sit with me until mother would get a chance to 

make it home. 

 

00:02:09 
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KT:  Okay; and so if you can think back do you remember, like what’s your earliest memory of 

Peaches the restaurant? 

 

00:02:19 

RE:  My earliest memory is that at first I really didn’t like to come down once I got big enough 

because it stayed so busy. And you know it’s a lot of people in and had opportunity to meet a lot 

of famous people like you know Muhammad Ali, James Brown, and a lot of entertainers, you 

know the Isley Brothers, you know so it—it was very fun in that aspect, the Harlem 

Globetrotters. So as a young boy this was the who’s who spot, so it was a lot of activity going 

on. But it was extremely a lot of work going on also. 

 

00:02:53 

KT:  And you were about you said 10 years old when you first you know started coming around 

to the restaurant. Talk a little bit about Farish Street and what that looked like, what it was like 

during the late ‘60s, ‘70s. 

 

00:03:07 

RE:  Yeah; as a little boy probably like in the early ‘70s I think that next door which was the 

Alamo Theater you had an extremely long line of people coming down; you had up and down 

Farish Street you had a dentist’s office, you had a pharmaceutical company, Dr. Britton, you had 

Dr. Herman who was one of the first black doctors on this street, Dr. McCoy—they named the 

building after. He was a dentist on this particular street. So this was a particular street for a lot of 

blacks to really come down and—and handle a lot of their family business. 

00:03:45 
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 Of course we have the two funeral homes down here, Collins and Peoples so I had an 

opportunity just to see some—a lot of black people, a lot of business people. It’s a lot of people 

having fun, well-dressed, and it was—it was kind of a big experience for me. 

 

00:04:01 

KT:  And what was that like for you, you know as a young boy seeing all these black 

professionals and this vibrant street in this area? What did that mean for you? 

 

00:04:11 

RE:  I think at the time it meant a lot of—a lot for me because I had an opportunity really to talk 

to Dr. Britton and—and Dr. Herman and [inaudible] and I can go down to their office as a young 

boy; I can walk down the street. They’ll let me come back in the office and they’ll talk to me 

when they get through talking to clients. It seemed like it was just like a—a big family thing 

down here. The blacks has really stuck together and they shared a lot of information and gave 

you a lot of insight on life, so it was—it was very fun to me. 

 

00:04:41 

KT:  What was like the busiest day on Farish Street? Was it like Friday night, Saturday night; 

which day was the busiest? 

 

00:04:50 

RE:  I think to me it was mostly like a—maybe a Friday night and Saturday because I remember 

as a young boy they would have buses from surrounding areas drop off maybe 40 or 50 people. 

And drop them off on Farish Street. I guess they can handle all that business, doctor’s offices, 
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clothing stores, surrounding areas like Crystal Springs, Edwards, Utica, you know Madison and 

Canton area. It would be big buses come down here to drop people off, so it was very busy the 

whole weekend. 

 

00:05:23 

KT:  And if you could close your eyes and just envision a Friday night on Farish Street tell me 

the sounds, the smells, what you saw. 

 

00:05:35 

RE:  Yeah; like a Friday you would hear the jukebox playing. You would hear music, you know 

of course in here you know they was allowed to smoke at that time. You’d come in here and 

you’ll see a little smoke in the air. You might will smell fried chicken. And on the weekend 

mother cooked a lot of chitlins and you had the aroma of chitlins. You would hear the laughter of 

the—of the people inside, the conversation and you know it would just be very fun. You know 

people seemed like they were having a good time. 

 

00:06:07 

KT:  Wow; okay I’m going to switch gears a little bit and talk about Ms. Peaches. So you know I 

talked to her a few days ago and she talked about growing up in Utica on the far. Of course you 

don’t remember that but—. [Laughs] Tell me a little bit more about your mother’s background 

and how she grew up, I guess from stories that she might have told you or what you heard. 

 

00:06:29 
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RE:  Right; my recollection is that you know she really started cooking at an early age. Mother 

was always kind of short. She told me that you know when she was younger she did have—get 

kicked by a mule or a horse or something like that and it kind of like you started her after then to 

really have pass-out spells. So she really couldn’t work in the fields a lot. So that allowed her to 

have the opportunity to go in the house in which her mother trained her how to cook. She told me 

about the age of eight or nine years old she was able to prepare a whole meal for the family that 

you know was out in the field. 

00:07:07 

 So in 1948 she had the opportunity to—to move to Jackson. She told me that she came 

here. Her mother had gathered up about from $8 to $10 she told me, so that was enough to start 

her—get her a little place to stay I think she said for two weeks. Her first job was on Farish 

Street, Blackstone Café. So you can imagine then she got here in ’48 so in 1961 this little black 

lady had opened her own business, so approximately 12 years. So she established herself as you 

know a well-known person in—in Farish Street and Jackson. 

 

00:07:46 

KT:  And so she came to Jackson; she came to Jackson for a better life or how did she come 

about coming to Jackson in the—what was it the ‘50s? 

 

00:08:01 

RE:  Forty eight. 

 

00:08:01 

KT:  Forty eight; how did—talk a little bit about that. 
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00:08:04 

RE:  Well you know in the surrounding area, the country area, you know you—you did a lot of 

sharecropping and in Jackson, Mississippi, this being the capital of the city everybody wanted to 

come here you know and reach better opportunity as far as work and just getting out of the cotton 

fields and—and starting you know trying to get to the industry part of the business. So with 

cooking on her mind and the first job she really wanted to try to find was a restaurant. So—and I 

think she did pretty good. 

 

00:08:33 

KT:  I think so, too. [Laughs] So do you know what foods Ms. Peaches started out cooking? 

Can you tell me about that? 

 

00:08:41 

RE:  Yeah; mother told me on her first day she only would cook like hotdogs and stuff. And then 

the—the second week she got to the black-eyed peas. And—and she told me approximately 

about the second month she was able to do breakfast or lunch and dinner. One of her—I know 

her specialty was she has a very nice banana pudding recipe. She do a very nice—well-known 

for peach cobbler recipe. She has a very good bread pudding recipe. I think that she never did 

write down recipes and stuff like that but she would come up with certain types of recipes and 

you know it would do pretty good. So she was a tremendous cook, very talented in the kitchen. 

 

00:09:26 
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KT:  And so how did she pass on the recipes to you? I know in the black community we don’t 

write down recipes. You kind of just have to watch people do it. Was that how you learned? 

 

00:09:35 

RE:  Yeah; because mostly I learned from her cooks that she had here. Her first cook, the lady’s 

name was Mama Mary. And our first grill cook, her name was Linda Mayweather. And they 

would take me with mother making the store runs and stuff like that and I’d go in the back and 

learn how to cut up a chicken and I can watch Mama Mary how she did the peach cobbler and 

the banana pudding and stuff like that. I come up here and watch Linda how she works on the 

flat grill and stuff. So you kind of pick up a lot of stuff just by watching the help. 

 

00:10:10 

KT:  And you mentioned what was her name Mama Mary? 

 

00:10:14 

RE:  Yeah. 

 

00:10:14 

KT:  And Linda Mayweather? 

 

00:10:15 

RE:  Yes. 

 

00:10:16 
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KT:  And they were some cooks in here. Do you remember any other interesting personalities 

that worked in Peaches? Can you tell me a little bit about those people? 

 

00:10:24 

RE:  Yeah; I know—I know Mr. Buddy worked here. He mostly opened up for mom. He was a 

little older than mom and a World War II Vet, very nice guy—sit here. I think he stayed with 

mom like 25 years before his health got bad, and just a good guy, good personality. And his 

sister also worked here and—and she was very nice and real quiet. But Mr. Buddy, Linda, Mama 

Mary, Lillian, and Dorothy and Neisse, you know she had quite—quite a few people come 

through Peaches Restaurant. 

 

00:11:04 

KT:  Okay; and was it always important for Ms. Peaches to have a lot of employees? Like how 

did she manage her restaurant? What was her—like how did she manage it? 

 

00:11:17 

RE:  I think far as that like watching mother had she really managed, I think mother first thing 

was she wanted to really help people. She didn’t have like a staff of like seven or six or 

something like that. I think if—if a family member moved to Jackson trying to go to school and 

wanted a job you know she would hire. Sometimes I have seen seven to eight people behind the 

counter. She might have two or three people in the back and you know three or four people out 

front. And I think she realized that her calling was just really to help people. She really wasn’t 

concerned about just keeping a lot of money for herself. 
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00:11:54 

KT:  When Ms. Peaches moved to Jackson was she living on Farish Street? Where was she 

living in Jackson? 

 

00:12:02 

RE:  Yeah; she was living on Dreyfus Street. That’s approximately maybe three to four blocks 

from the—the Farish Street area. Back in them days she told me that this was one of the nice 

areas to stay in downtown Jackson. If you was up and coming, a black person, this particular area 

here was a nice, safe, and very special area to stay in. 

 

00:12:29 

KT:  All right; and as a child—I know I’m going back and forth but as a child did you go back to 

Utica often? Did you spend time back there or were you mostly in Jackson? 

 

00:12:41 

RE:  We went to Utica I think—I know every Wednesday night for Bible class, Saturdays and 

also Sundays and we went every Sunday because mother still—her church is still in Utica. And 

she did visit a lot. You know when I was in school maybe twice a week she would go down and 

she always took her family—her mother money at least twice a week. So she was real connected 

to Utica. 

 

00:13:07 

KT:  Where in Utica did she grow up? Was it past the Big Black River, like that Big Black River 

Bridge? 
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00:13:13 

RE:  Yeah; mother grew up right behind Utica Junior College and she often talked about she had 

a chance to meet the founder of Utica Junior College and I think his name is Mr. Holesclaw and 

she was taught by one of his sons but they grew up maybe like a mile from right behind the 

college. 

 

00:13:35 

KT:  Okay; now I’m going to start back talking a little bit about the restaurant. So if you could 

think back to one day in Peaches that stands out in your memory over all other days what would 

that be? What happened that day; who were the people that you came in contact with? What is 

the one day at Peaches that stands out in your memory? 

 

00:13:57 

RE:  Let me see. Well I remember for me I think that you know when Muhammad Ali came I 

think they was marching on Capital Street for the Voters Right Act. It was in the ‘70s. I might 

have been like maybe 10—11 years old and he came in and he had like—you know of course he 

had like an entourage behind him like 30 or 40 people. He came in and he was very nice and 

shaking hands and sitting around and had the opportunity—. But listening to mother I think her 

fondest memory was when she had the opportunity to meet President Obama. He came in; it 

was—you know it was a big ordeal and very nice guy. And spent about 30 or 45 minutes inside 

the place; a lot of secret service and I think it was really a high point for a lady born in 1924 to 

get a chance to see a Democratic nominee, President Barak Obama. 
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00:14:51 

KT:  Okay; on the day when Muhammad Ali came in do you remember what he ordered to eat? 

 

00:14:58 

RE:  He—he really didn’t order anything to eat. He was just—wanted to come down to—heard 

about this little black lady that you know had been established. And of course back then mama 

was kind of big on the Civil Rights. When they marched and stuff she provided sandwiches and 

stuff. And a lot of times the Freedom Riders used to come here and meet at the back booth. 

Medgar Evers would walk down here and you know this was one of the spots that very known 

restaurants established on Farish Street—you know it was the black street and very safe and very 

family atmosphere. And she was kind of a professional woman. 

 

00:15:34 

KT:  Okay; and I see the picture of Barack Obama up there. I told her I was jealous of the 

picture she had at her house [Laughs] with Barack Obama kissing her. But do you remember 

what Barak Obama ordered to eat when he came or did he just kind of pass through like 

Muhammad Ali? 

 

00:15:52 

RE:  Yeah; Barack Obama he had a—a little six-ounce cup of peach cobbler and one of the guys 

with him had a couple chicken wings. But you know he had the peach cobbler. He was walking 

and tasting a little bit and ate a little bit and just really you know talking to a lot of people on the 

inside. 
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00:16:09 

KT:  And what was his reaction about the peach cobbler? You knew it was good? 

 

00:16:14 

RE:  [Laughs] It seemed like he liked it though. You know he tasted it; you know and—and 

looked it and it seemed like he liked it. But we were so jammed pack with people and I guess he 

didn’t really want to consume his time with eating. So he really took his time and walked and 

talked to everybody on the inside of the restaurant. 

 

00:16:30 

KT:  Okay; all right so you just mentioned the Freedom Riders and Medgar Evers. So I want to 

switch gears a little bit and talk about the Civil Rights Movement. So just like a blanket broad 

question, like what was the role of Peaches during the Civil Rights Movement? Like what role 

did Peaches play in the Civil Rights Movement especially here in Jackson? 

 

00:16:55 

RE:  Well listening to some of the stuff that mother had mentioned to me about—I knew one 

time they had a riot downtown and—and the police, it was back in the ‘60s. I think she said ’65 

or whatever. And the police were really you know putting dogs and stuff and water hoses on 

people. She told me that she opened her doors and all the—a lot of the—she claimed about 

maybe 200 people was inside her restaurant. She let them in ‘cause they were trying to flee from 

the police officers. And she opened her doors and—and a lot of occasions that they would lock 

up the people and take them down in garbage trucks to the fairgrounds. And she would donate 

sandwiches down there for the Civil Rights workers and stuff like that. So this is a woman that 
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really didn’t have a lot herself and just really you know scraped up whatever she had to really try 

to meet the people’s needs that was involved in the Civil Rights. 

 

00:17:48 

KT:  Okay; so Peaches was kind of a safe haven for people to come to—to escape the violence 

and—? 

 

00:17:52 

RE:  Right. 

 

00:17:54 

KT:  Okay; and eat? Okay; back to the Freedom Riders, can you tell me a little bit about them 

and their relationship with Peaches? 

 

00:18:05 

RE:  Yeah; well as a young boy mother told me that you know they used to come down. But I 

had an opportunity to meet them maybe like six or seven years ago. They did a reunion tour and 

they came down here and I had an opportunity to cater the food to them. So I met them and—and 

they was very nice and told me about the times they used to come here and meet. One of the 

members of the Freedom Riders used to work—one of the owners at Big Johns right up the 

street, his mother, and she was involved in the Freedom Riders. So I had an opportunity to meet 

them when they came down here and it was very nice. 

 

00:18:42 
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KT:  And what about Medgar Evers? I know from previous interviews about Farish Street that 

he was always on Farish Street, so did he stop by Peaches a lot?  

 

00:18:54 

RE:  Yeah; mother has told me that his office was actually on the next block above the Big 

John’s building. And she said when he was in town sometimes every morning he would walk 

down this way and maybe get a cup of coffee. But she said he was a very you know nice guy, 

very quiet, very observant guy that used to walk down Farish Street and just looking. And a lot 

of time he would come in and speak and just order him a cup of coffee. 

 

00:19:19 

KT:  So I asked Ms. Peaches about you know when restaurants were segregated and she can 

remember people coming in Peaches and Peaches being the safe haven. And then when I asked 

her about the desegregation of restaurants and how Peaches changed when restaurants became 

desegregated she said that Peaches really didn’t change. She said that you know her same people 

came in. So what’s your opinion about that; do you think Peaches changed after desegregation? 

 

00:19:53 

RE:  Yeah; for me looking around and—and just seeing how the blacks kind of operated back in 

them days, once they allowed blacks to open the doors and come inside the restaurant I had 

noticed myself the change of the business down here. We kind of lost to me, I know we lost a 

whole lot of business and a lot of blacks started moving out, you know going to white 

neighborhoods and you know going and visiting white restaurants and stuff like that. I just 

noticed a change of the network of black people. They started wanting to integrate with whites 
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and—and forgot about their own kind. Mother went to a day she might serve 150 people but 

went down to maybe you know 30 or 35 people you know, so I know it was a big significant 

change though. 

 

00:20:42 

KT:  And would you say that integration had a negative effect on black businesses?  

 

00:20:51 

RE:  Yeah; well you know for me as being a young guy, you know 47 I would think that my 

aspects of looking at it, I think it have a negative impact on black people. I think they wasn’t 

mentally ready for the change, and I think once the white companies said that you know hey you 

blacks can come over here I think blacks forgot where they came from, because I know we had 

two black grocery stores down here in our neighborhood. All of them closed down. The black 

schools closed down. And—and I just know the difference in black people. They really forgot 

the bridge they came over and helping each other. But they started just you know going to the 

you know different types of businesses. 

 

00:21:33 

KT:  And why do you really think that happened? Do you think it was just access or just black 

people were curious about what else was out there? Why do you think that happened? 

 

00:21:45 

RE:  Well I think that you know for me just listening—around here listening to the older black 

people talk a lot of things they said that they didn’t want their kids to grow up poor like they did. 
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They wanted them to see some different things in life. They wanted them to be able to go to 

different restaurants. And I think a lot of blacks just forgot you know the whole issue of you 

know unity that you know what was happening back then we pulled together. You know the 

black churches were strong. The black restaurants, the black stores, you know black enterprise; 

everything was strong back then. But once I think you know you don’t want to say the white man 

but the—the business come in and started letting you come in and you forgot where you came 

from. And—and I think it was always important to take the kids back, you know to their 

foundation for they can know how you know to spend their money in the black community and 

keep it strong.  

 

00:22:40 

KT:  I agree. So is there anything else you want to add about the Civil Rights Movement, 

segregation, desegregation before we start back talking about Peaches, the restaurant in general? 

 

00:22:52 

RE:  Well I think that hmm, the only thing that you know I like about it is that it gave so much 

opportunity to really branch out and you know get a certain type of licenses that you know we 

didn’t—wasn’t able to get back then, to vote and stuff like that but—. You know but in the 

overall you know view of it I think you know as far as the schooling and stuff I think it’s had its 

you know insights, pretty good deal, but you know I hate to see a lot of black schools close 

down. And—and I think that you know the dropout rate is—is you know that was a big cause of 

it all, so you know and—. But hopefully you know us blacks can come back together and start 

networking like we used to. 
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00:23:36 

KT:  All right; so back to Farish Street and Peaches. You mentioned—you mentioned 

Blackstone Café. And I think Ms. Peaches mentioned Booker T Grill as being two other very 

popular restaurants on Farish Street. Was there competition between the restaurants or—? Talk a 

little bit about the relationship between the other black restaurants on Farish Street during the 

like ‘70s, like ‘60s and ‘70s. 

 

00:24:06 

RE:  No; what I know is—as being a young boy is that certain particular nights or days mother 

would go and—and visit other black restaurants. They had a card party or something like that; I 

know the Kit Cat Lounge, my mother used to go there, Booker T Grill you know which was 

across the street. She would go over there. It was a fish house on Mill Street; she would go there 

some Thursday and Fridays just to get a fish plate to take it home with her you know. Of course 

she had her own fish but blacks back then would network and—and spend it with each other. 

And it wasn’t really a whole lot of competition ‘cause it was a whole lot of people to really go 

around. 

00:24:46 

 Each restaurant and café etcetera had their own little different crowd and people would 

come in and you know spend their money with them. 

 

00:24:53 

KT:  So every restaurant was pretty much known for its own food? You had the fish place. So 

what was Peaches really known for? 
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00:25:01 

RE:  Hmm; I thin mother was really known for like a takeout place. You can sit down and dine 

and bring your family, just a nice complete soul food restaurant with the meat and three or four 

sides and you know you had opportunity to have desserts and you know drinks. And she also 

sold beer, so it was kind of like an established restaurant. You can sit down, kind of like an 

upscale for a black café back in them days.  

 

00:25:31 

KT:  Okay; and you mentioned the peach cobbler as being a really popular food. Throughout all 

of the years that you’ve been at Peaches what’s been the most popular food or foods on the 

menu? 

 

00:25:46 

RE:  Well I know Peach Cobbler was very important. The people really wanted to taste our 

chitlins. We did an episode with Hairy Bikers on the Food Network with our chitlins. The fried 

chicken a lot of people really you know far as you know Caucasian and people from across seas 

they really want to taste how a chicken tastes, so I think the chicken, peach cobbler and the 

chitlins. 

 

00:26:11 

KT:  Okay; now I’m a big fan of chitlins myself. And I know that people do a lot of different 

things with them. Like my grandmother puts potatoes and the bell peppers and garlic in hers. 

And that kind of tones down the smell a little bit. So if you could just tell me what—what makes 

Peaches’ chitlins special? 
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00:26:32 

RE:  Well I think—well mother always did you know—she was very extensive as far as a 

cleaning. And then you know she had an opportunity and chance to really learn a pattern as far as 

you know cutting them up really fine. As far as the seasoning she never did use a whole lot of 

potatoes and onions and stuff like that. She would put her seasoning in there and—and some of 

the times that when it almost comes to a boil, maybe two hours we would use a little hot sauce to 

give them a little, you know a little extra flavor. And what that does it gives a softer texture to 

the chitlins—make them a little softer so they won't be a hard grainy type thing. 

00:27:12 

 But she cooked them kind of slow—fast at first and when it comes to a boil then she will 

turn her pot down and try to do maybe three hours—two and a half to three hours, something like 

that.  

 

00:27:22 

KT:  Okay; and so she would put the hot sauce in while they were cooking? 

 

00:27:26 

RE:  Yeah. 

 

00:27:27 

KT:  That’s a good technique. I never thought about that. Okay; now talk about the fried chicken 

and then after the fried chicken we’re going to go to the peach cobbler. 
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00:27:35 

RE:  Okay; now I think what made mama fried chicken good, she had a particular batter that she 

would make herself with the flour and her seasoning in it. And then at that time you know she 

would also use a bucket, so she would have chicken you know inside a bucket and she’ll make 

sure the batter is good, roll it around and—and the grease had to be at a certain temperature. 

That’s one of the main things as far as your chicken. You don’t want to fry it in a grease that’s 

not hot enough. It will taste real greasy so she always had her grease at a certain temperature 

and—and seasoned pretty good. She’s a very good season(er); yeah. 

 

00:28:15 

KT:  All right; and next we’ll go to the peach cobbler. 

 

00:28:18 

RE:  Okay; and—and I think as far as the peach cobbler and I think what set mama apart with 

me just you know watching a lot of cooking and being at a lot of different restaurants and stuff 

how she handmade her dough and—and the process of making her dough and the process of 

really cooking her peaches and stuff and the stuff she put in it and just seeing how she’d do it and 

how she’d pour the peaches in the pan and how she cut her dough to go on top of it and let it 

sit—simmer. And then she might go with another sprinkling type of dough in there and the 

atmosphere that you know she wanted her oven to be at, she kind of wanted it like maybe 300 to 

start off and when almost at the minute she might go up to maybe 360 to get the brown on the 

top. But you know have the peaches real soft on the inside, so—. 

 

00:29:09 
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KT:  That sounds so good. [Laughs] And so for a lot of black cooks you know like we were 

saying—like we were saying you know they don’t have cookbooks and they don’t really go too 

much by recipe, so why do you think Ms. Peaches is such a good cook? Do you think it was just 

the experience or do you think she just knew—? 

 

00:29:32 

RE:  To me I really think there was a calling in that to me a great cook had to have a lot of great 

knowledge and they had to have a good memory, so you can average—I think the average cook 

probably remembers anywhere from 50 to 60 different recipes in their head as far as greens, all 

the—you know particular type of beans they cook and all the fish and chicken and all the 

different types of vegetables. I think they had to have a tremendous type of memory and then I 

think that they had to have a little soul in them. It’s—I think it’s a gift. To me I think a good 

cook, a good chef it’s a gift they’re given from God.  

 

00:30:12  

KT:  Okay; so we’re going to switch gears one more time. Now I know we’ve talked a lot about 

Ms. Peaches as the cook and the owner of Peaches Restaurant. But talk a little bit about Ms. 

Peaches as mama. 

 

00:30:27 

RE:  To me now she made sure that you know everything went right in the house. She was a 

very high you know on education and of course I went to Catholic school and it was an 

opportunity I got. In the ninth grade I had the opportunity to go to school in Ohio, all-boys 

school. So she’s—once, you know supplied you know tremendous need for us and made sure 
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everything was done right and—and you know and cleaned and just a very good person. Every 

basketball game, football game she was there. 

 

00:31:05 

KT:  He asked if we were closed. Okay; and so as far as the food like at your house did she cook 

or did you mostly eat at the restaurant? 

 

00:31:23 

RE:  Now a lot of the time, she mostly brought food home. She would cook sometimes at the 

house. Of course my daddy you know would do a lot of cooking also at the house, but mom 

mostly brought food home. I think when she got home she was so tired and stuff, so—yeah. 

 

00:31:42 

KT:  Okay; and what was your father’s name? I know we haven’t talked too much about him but 

did he spend a lot of time in the restaurant or was he kind of at home mostly? 

 

00:31:54 

RE:  Well my father’s name was Willie Ephram. He never did—he spent a little time in the 

restaurant but this restaurant was all—all mother’s thing. My daddy was a truck driver and a lot 

of times he wouldn’t come home ‘til the weekend. Maybe Saturday he would come down and 

you know spend a lot of time here and help her out. And Sunday he’d be resting for to get back 

on the road for Monday. 

 

00:32:16 
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KT:  Okay; and what is one thing that just stands out to you about your mom growing up? If you 

just—like one memory that just stands out to you about Ms. Peaches? 

 

00:32:28 

RE:  I think—when I think about mother I really think about her will. I never heard her complain 

about being tired. I never heard her talk about giving up, just a will to complete something and 

her will to win. She didn’t—had a no return attitude, no quit, and never hear her complain. 

And—and one of the main things I really couldn’t understand is that with her being born in 1924 

she never said anything racist about you know white people and stuff. And I used to ask her was 

it rough you know for her growing up in them days with you know the Ku Klux Klan and stuff 

like that and she never would—she act like she ain't never seen one but you know for me and my 

age I’m sure she have. But no racism; she never talked about a bad experience with whites. And 

you know it was—it was unreal for me. 

 

00:33:23 

KT:  Yeah; when I—I asked her and she said that she remembered the night that the restaurants 

became desegregated. And she said the black and white people were all supposed to sit together 

and eat together. And I asked her, you know did it happen and she was like yeah. You know and 

she—and that was it, you know. So just for the record, you know we all know the history behind 

Ms. Peaches’ name and how she got Peaches as a nickname or her pet name as she calls it, but 

just for the record can you tell me about how Ms. Peaches became Peaches? 

 

00:33:58 
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RE:  Yeah; she told me about the guy—I had an opportunity to meet him also. I think he was a 

World War I or World War II Vet and he was a little bitty old guy. And he used to come down 

and—and come to the restaurant that she was working at and you know he had a—they say he 

had a snappy attitude. I think he was probably just a very aggressive guy and—and just talked 

loud and the other girls didn’t want to wait on him. And then mother went over there and started 

waiting on him. And then every time he would come in town he would just ask where’s my little 

Peach at ‘cause back then she had smooth skin. Mama was kind of bright-skinned. I guess she 

had the same color of the peach and you know so every time he would come in all the ladies, 

waitresses would go find her. Ms. Peaches your friend is here. And they started the nickname of 

Ms. Peaches. And I think that’s how you know it stuck with her. 

 

00:34:51 

KT:  Okay; [Laughs] so did your daddy did he—you know did he go along with it and call her 

Ms. Peaches too? 

 

00:34:58 

RE:  [Laughs] I think a lot of times dad would just call her Mrs. Ephram. Every once in a while, 

if he was around here he would say Ms. Peaches to her you know; yeah. 

 

00:35:08 

KT:  All right; so now we’re going to switch gears one more time and just talk in general about 

the black-owned restaurants in Jackson. So what stands out to you historically about any of the 

black-owned restaurants in Jackson? 
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00:35:23 

RE:  Well I had an opportunity to spend a little time with the—the Stamps Burgers and the thing 

that stands out with me is that they had an opportunity to have you know maybe five or six kids. 

And—and it passed down to maybe you know three or four different generations. But as looking 

at mama how she came up like see I’m an only child and—and she did so many generations by 

herself, of course I started—you know own and operate probably back in ’96 but just to see how 

far and how long she was able to take the torch herself and—. And the other black businesses 

around and it just seems like it was more like a—a big family helping out; as far as us it was just 

you know mother, you know and me and ourselves just really you know trying to hold 

everything down ourselves. 

 

00:36:15 

KT:  And what would you like to see happen with Farish Street? I know it’s a lot of talk about 

the redevelopment. There’s been a lot of talk about it for years, but what would you like to see 

Farish Street become? 

 

00:36:31 

RE:  Well one of the things I would like is that you know before mother really gets too old to see 

it I would hope they just you know build the buildings up that’s surrounding us and really just 

get the people coming back down this way to really know the historical aspects of Farish Street. 

And just see the people happy again, you know shopping down Farish Street and just get the 

business back thriving again. 

 

00:36:57 
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KT:  Okay; and what do you think is most important for us to remember about this restaurant? 

 

00:37:06 

RE:  I think as far as a black lady that you know really opened up in ’61 she really been through 

a lot. You know you can look at maybe eight or nine different plagues she went through with 

the—the Civil Rights Movement and the—the Segregation Movement. She had an opportunity to 

make it through the 1974 flood without any help. She—she made it through the ice storm by 

herself. She also had an opportunity to come through Katrina. And then you know you look at 

you know in 1983 and ’84 when everything left Farish Street, this particular lady just stayed 

down here. I would suggest they remember her as the longevity and the lady that connected to 

Farish Street and just wants to stay down here with the people. 

 

00:37:54 

KT:  Okay; and what do you think is most important for us to remember about the black-owned 

restaurants in Jackson during the Civil Rights Movement? 

 

00:38:05 

RE:  Yeah; I think as far as the black-owned restaurants you’re looking at a lot of different 

people that had a vision. Even though back in them days the beer company wouldn’t deliver to 

the black people, the milk truck wouldn’t come to the black people, Sysco or the other food 

companies would deliver to black people. They never would give up. They would go and hustle 

and the will to win; they never would stop. They kept on fighting and kept on thriving and did 

what they had to do to try to overcome all kinds of obstacles. 
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00:38:36 

KT:  Okay; I also wanted to ask about the restaurant—are there any traditions that you associate 

with the restaurant like every Saturday you would do this, every Friday you would do this? 

 

00:38:52 

RE:  So right now that—we’re still right now running our chitlins on the weekend. As far as the 

peach cobbler, I mostly do a lot of catering and stuff with the peach cobbler. Maybe twice a 

week I will have the peach cobbler down here because back in them days mother used to give it 

away. So—so when I have peach cobbler and stuff they—you know they kind of want it free and 

you know we can't get a whole lot for charging it. So you know we just have to really you know 

maintenance our stuff like that. 

 

00:39:25 

KT:  Okay; now I’ve noticed a lot of black restaurants serve chitlins on the weekend. And I’m 

just wondering; do you know where that tradition came from? 

 

00:39:35 

RE:  I think that you know as far as the blacks they’d be working hard all during the week. And I 

think you know sometimes the weekend was the time—the family time. And—and I think back 

in the days in the country aspects of it they would kill a hog and normally the hog would be 

killed like closer to the end of the week. And they would gut the hog and you know and—and 

take chitlins around to different households. And I think they cooked it, maybe on the weekend, 

on Saturday and Sunday. And the pastor would come over and they would feed—you know 

chitlins and stuff like that. 
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00:40:07 

KT:  All right; and so if you had to complete this sentence, when you came to Peaches you knew 

you would— 

 

00:40:16 

RE:  I think when you came to Peaches you knew would have the opportunity to try some down 

home cooking and be a—you know in a nice atmosphere and really see the authentic parts of the 

original cafés.  

 

00:40:33 

KT:  All right; so is there anything else you would like to add about the restaurant, about Ms. 

Peaches, about the Civil Rights Movement, anything else you’d like to add? 

 

00:40:45 

RE:  Well I’d just like to say that I think Ms. Peaches really—that God put her down here in this 

particular area to really feed the people. And as a young boy I really didn’t understand a whole 

lot ‘cause I knew that mama had an opportunity to go to Jackson Mall and she turned that down. 

I used to see a lot of people that would be gambling the weekend and couldn’t feed their self and 

mama would feed them the whole week. And a lot of you know alcoholic and homeless people, 

she never would turn down anyone. And—and at that time I said mom, he—he done drunk the 

whole weekend; why you got to feed him? She said well son he hungry; so what she did she just 

connected to the people down here. And I think she understood her calling and what God really 

wanted her to do is just you know serve the people down in this area. 
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00:41:37 

KT:  Okay; and you said she never would leave. So you think if—if Farish Street was built up 

again she would want Peaches to still be right here? 

 

00:41:46 

RE:  I—I really think she would. If Farish Street was built up again I really think that she would 

want Peaches to be right here. The name stands strong and—and just people just recognize that 

this is one of the institutions as far as Farish Street. 

 

00:42:04 

KT:  All right; is that all? 

 

00:42:05 

RE:  Yes. 

 

00:42:06 

KT:  Okay; thank you. 

 

00:42:06 

RE:  Yes, ma'am. 

 

00:42:07 

KT:  All right. 
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00:42:07 

[End Roderick Ephram Interview] 


